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Gene prediction in animal genomes



‘one-gene-one-enzyme hypothesis’
Beadle and Tatum, 1941. 
Proc Natl Acad Sci USA, 27: 499-

What is a ‘gene’ ?



We still do not know how many genes there are in our genomes

In this lecture, a ‘gene’ means a ‘protein-coding’ gene

Alternative splicing and non-coding RNA confuse gene prediction

There are two major types of gene predictors
a) ab initio (intrinsic) – gHMM (e.g., GenScan)
b) evidence-based (extrinsic) – EST or/and homology 

(e.g., Contrast, Jigsaw)

The most likely gene count in the human genome is 22,333



Gene prediction in animal genomes







Genome Res. 2008. 18:88-

>99% of introns begin with ‘GT’









http://apollo.berkeleybop.org/current/userguide.html







Chapman et al., 2010. Nature. 464: 592-



Chapman et al., 2010. Nature. 464: 592-



Reality

- Most users are genome annotators in sequencing centers

- Most other users still work on genome annotation

- Evaluation of gene prediction is difficult (gene/exon/nucleotide)

- Always better to increase accuracy ? (= [sensitivity + specificity]/2)

- Few users are laboratory-oriented and naïve with in silico tools 

- Decisions in big/expensive projects are usually highly political

- Technologies and forms of genome seq. projects are evolving

- Even well-known databases contain ……. (e.g., Pax4, Bmp16)



Aims

Accomplish the first review from the users’ viewpoint

1. Cover all existing review papers on gene prediction

2. List which gene predictors annotated which genomes

5. Outline challenges based on difficult cases

6. Speculate challenges related to next generation sequencing (NGS)

3. Who are current and potential users of gene predictors?

4. Consider typical research contexts in need of gene prediction

7. Discuss how we can assess quality of gene prediction

8. Any other clue for improvement in quality and user-friendliness?



1．Existing review papers



2. Which gene predictors annotated which genomes?



3. Current and potential users

4. Typical research contexts requiring gene prediction

- Bulky genome projects

- Compact genome projects

- Other projects (lab approach-based)

Experiment: Search in ISI for papers citing GenScan/Augustus

Nat. Genet. 1997. 17:393



Nat. Genet. 1997. 17:393

“We used genomic sequence information to
determine that the distance between D21S1912
and PFKL is approxitmately 140 kb (Fig. 1). Using
computer programs such as GRAIL and GENSCAN,
we performed gene screening in the sequencing
data within this regions. GENSCAN predicted
several genes between D21S1912 and PFKL. One
of these genes, AIRE, is located just proximal to
the PFKL gene and contained the previously
trapped exons HC21EXc33 (ref.9) and MDL04M06
(ref.19).”

APECED = autoimmune polyendocrinopathy-candidiasis-ectodermal-dystrophy
(Polyendokrine Autoimmunerkrankungen)



3. Current and potential users

4. Typical research contexts requiring gene prediction

- Bulky genome projects

- Compact genome projects

- Other projects (lab approach-based)

Nat. Genet. 1997. 17:393

Science 2000. 288: 136



Find the right tool for your demand!

What would you do if you already know the target proteins?

peptide query (aa) >>>>> tblastn >>>>> genome assembly (nt) 

“…, manually assembled and verified dynein heavy chain (DHC) sequences are regarded
as almost correct predictions and taken as reference sequences for the test runs. ……
The task of recognizing a gene as a member of the DHC protein family was accomplished 
by AUGUSTUS-PPX in almost all cases. Four sequences were not identified as DHCs, three 
from less similar subfamilies and one case with an incomplete genomic reference 
sequence.”



- What if the ‘typical’ gene structure is different ?
e.g., frequent non-canonical splice sites

5. ‘Difficult’ cases

A. Divergent genome

Schwartz et al., 2008. Genome Res. 18:88-

Typical problem 
in ab initio algorithms 
(=> false-negative)



Oikopleura dioica
Wikipedia

A. Divergent genome



“Oikopleura has a rather common number of introns
per gene (4.1), but the turnover of its introns has
been extraordinarily high: Of 5589 introns mapped by
interspecies protein alignments, 76% had positions
unique to Oikopleura (newly acquired introns), 17%
were at ancestral positions (old introns), and 7%
could not be classified (fig. S21) (3). Noncanonical
introns, mostly GA-AG and with a very specific
acceptor site, are unusually frequent (12%) (Fig. 2A
and figs. S22 to S25) (3). They show several
peculiarities (tables S11 and S12), including
preferential insertion in phase 1, which is compatible
with the current codon usage, as would be expected
for the most recently gained introns (3, 7). The most
distinctive feature of newly acquired introns (figs. S26
and S27 and tables S13 to S15) is that they are more
often noncanonical than old introns (8.4 versus 2.6%)
(3).”

Training should help adapt to species-specific genic characters



5. ‘Difficult’ cases

Considering gene size …

Nat. Rev. Genet. 2003. 4:741

“As gene size increases, FP (false-positive)
rate goes up,but FN (false-negative) rate 
does not.”

“Single-exon genes that are smaller
than 1 kb present a different problem,
as FP and FN rate both increase within
the limits of small genes. It might be
thought that these would be the
easiest genes to predict ……. . In fact,
small genes are intrinsically difficult to
detect, partly because of the lack of
splicing signals on either side of the
single exon, but mostly because of the
decreasing signal-to-noise ratios as the
size of the coding region decreases.”

ab initio tool



B. Large genes

Nat. Rev. Genet. 2003. 4:741

5. ‘Difficult’ cases



Molecular weight: 3,713,426.90
Number of residues: 33,421
# of Exons : 313

Large gene: Titin



C. Short genes

5. ‘Difficult’ cases

- 11 aa-long fruitfly TAL (tarsal-less) gene involved in development (Galindo et al., 2007) 

Genome Res. 2011. 21: 634-

Poplus deltoides
Wikipedia

“Ab initio discovery of small proteins has been relatively overlooked”
“an arbitrary minimum ORF cutoff (e.g., 100aa) is applied in gene annotation
algorithms ….”



C. Short genes

5. ‘Difficult’ cases

Genome Res. 2011. 21: 634-

Poplus deltoides
Wikipedia

“Ab initio discovery of small proteins has been relatively overlooked”
“an arbitrary minimum ORF cutoff (e.g., 100aa) is applied in gene annotation
algorithms ….”

- 11 aa-long fruitfly TAL (tarsal-less) gene involved in development (Galindo et al., 2007) 



C. Short genes

5. ‘Difficult’ cases

Genome Res. 2011. 21: 634-

Poplus deltoides
Wikipedia

“Ab initio discovery of small proteins has been relatively overlooked”
“an arbitrary minimum ORF cutoff (e.g., 100aa) is applied in gene annotation
algorithms ….”

Results: 1282 genes (encoding proteins of 10-200 aa in length)

Out of 1282, 611 genes supported by proteomics data 

Out of 611, 56 were new to the current genome annotation

- 11 aa-long fruitfly TAL (tarsal-less) gene involved in development (Galindo et al., 2007) 



D. Species (or lineage) specific genes

Examples)

Experimentally identified genes in hydra (Milde et al., ’09; Khalturin et al., ’08)

1761 genes specific to Brassicaceae identified in silico (Donoghue et al., 2011)

One mouse-specific gene involved in spermatogenesis (Heinen et al., 2009)

5. ‘Difficult’ cases

(‘orphan genes’, ‘new genes’)

Typical problem in cross-species information-based algorithms (=> false-negative)

Trends Genet. 2009. 25: 404-



D. Others

5. ‘Difficult’ cases

Genes with:

- Non-canonical splice sites

- Selenocysteine codons

- Regulated frame-shifting

- Atypical codon usage (‘new genes’)

- Elevated evolutionary rate

Non-protein-coding transcripts



6. Challenges related to NGS

“Orphelia is a program for predicting genes in short 
DNA sequences (<300bp) that is available through a 
web server application (http://orphelia.gobics.de).”

Application of NGS technology => low-quality assembly (Alkan et al., 2011; Birney, 2011)

Challenge: Detection of incomplete ORFs

Clue 2:  Tools for metagenomics (where assembly is ‘forbidden’!!)

Clue 1:  Extrinsic scaffolding of split genes
based on ESTs, peptides and cross-species comparison (e.g., ESPRIT) 

(Missing repeats is not an issue?)



7. Quality assessment

Peptide sequencing 
using Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS)

Really transcribed? Really translated?

Identifies ‘novel’ and ‘correct’ proteins



7. Quality assessment

Genome Res. 2007. 17:231-

In human, translation of 
224 hypothetical proteins confirmed 

In Arabidopsis, translation of 
778 hypothetical proteins confirmed 

Really transcribed? Really translated?

Peptide sequencing 
using Tandem Mass Spectrometry (MS/MS)

Identifies ‘novel’ and ‘correct’ proteins



8. Perspectives

- Cases when training does not help

- Taxon-specific gene predictors (based on taxon-specific training) ?

- Detecting incomplete ORFs (e.g., GenScan vs Augustus)

- Alternative splicing

- User-friendliness

- Promising solutions for ongoing genome projects
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Accomplish the first review from the users’ viewpoint

1. Cover all existing review papers on gene prediction

2. List which gene predictors annotated which genomes

5. Outline challenges based on difficult cases

6. Speculate challenges related to next generation sequencing (NGS)

3. Who are current and potential users of gene predictors?

4. Consider typical research contexts in need of gene prediction

7. Discuss how we can assess quality of gene prediction

8. Any other clue for improvement in quality and user-friendliness?


